Physical systems can be modeled at many levels of approximation. The right model depends on the problem or subproblem to be solved. In many cases, a combination of models will be more e ective than a single model alone. Our research investigates this idea in the context of engineering design optimization. We present a family of strategies for using multiple models to optimize engineering designs. The strategies are useful when multiple approximations of an objective function can be implemented by compositional modeling techniques. We show how a compositional modeling library can be used to construct a variety of locally calibratable approximation schemes that can be incorporated into the optimization strategies. We analyze the optimization strategies and approximation schemes to formulate and prove su cient conditions for correctness and convergence. We also report experimental tests of our methods in the domain of sailing yacht design. Our results demonstrate a dramatic reduction in the CPU time required for optimization, with no signi cant loss in design quality.
Introduction
Physical systems can be modeled at many levels of approximation. For example, the behavior of a sailing yacht can be modeled in terms of steady-state motion or time-dependent motion. Furthermore, the forces acting on a sailing yacht can be modeled by simple algebraic equations, or by computational uid dynamics. The right model will depend, in general, on the problem to be solved. For example, the sort of model needed to synthesize a new design may be di erent from the sort needed to accurately predict the performance of a single proposed design, or to diagnose problems with an existing design. Even in the context of a particular problem-solving task, a single model may not su ce. Problem solving may proceed in stages, with di erent modeling requirements at each stage. Given a problem whose solution requires a computational model of a physical artifact, an intelligent system must choose one or more suitable models from the range of all models possible, and use them in a coordinated fashion to solve the problem.
A number of investigators have recently developed knowledge-based methods for using multiple models to reason about physical systems. A technique known as \compositional modeling" has emerged as the dominant paradigm for this research Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991] . In compositional modeling, each model is constructed from a library of model fragments. An entire space of models results from systematically enumerating combinations of model fragments. A number of methods have been proposed for utilizing such a space of models to carry out problem-solving tasks. Most of this work has focused on problems whose solution involves simulation of a single artifact. Very little e ort, if any, has gone into investigating the use of compositional modeling in a design process that involves searching through a space of artifacts.
We are investigating the use of multiple-models in the speci c context of computer-aided design optimization. Design optimization involves search through a space of artifacts. This presents a special opportunity for an intelligent system to exploit multiple models of an artifact. An optimization algorithm can often utilize relatively simple models to make search control decisions, and rely on complex models only when needed to verify optimality of a solution and satisfaction of constraints. For this reason, a combination of simple and complex models can lead to designs as good as those resulting from a single complex model, but at far lower computational cost.
We have developed a family of optimization strategies that are based on this insight. For example, one strategy uses a simple model to get near an optimum, and falls back on a complex model only during the last stage of optimization. Another strategy interleaves optimization with periodic calibration of an approximate model. A third strategy is especially useful for problems with multiple optima. It uses an approximate model to nd the basin of attraction of the global optimum. It then uses the exact model to close in on the optimum.
Our research may be understood in the larger context of previous work in Arti cial Intelligence. A large body of research has investigated the use multiple levels of modeling in problem solving activities. These include the use of abstraction in planning Sacerdoti, 1974] , decomposition in design Simon, 1981] and approximation in state-space search Pearl, 1984] , among many others. We are attempting to extend this body of research to the arena of engineering design optimization.
We will begin, in section 2, by describing our testbed domain and reviewing some of the modeling choices that arise in that domain. In section 3, we will introduce our family of multi-model optimization strategies. In section 4, we will formulate and prove theorems about the correctness and convergence of these strategies. In section 5, we will present results from experimental tests of the strategies in the testbed domain. In section 6, we will discuss several areas of related work, both within and outside the Arti cial Intelligence community. Finally, in section 7, we will summarize our contributions.
The Sailing Yacht Design Problem
The domain of sailing yacht design is serving as a testbed for our research on multi-level modeling. As a case study, we are attempting to reconstruct the process that led to the design of the \Stars and Stripes '87". A picture of the hull of this yacht is shown in Figure 1 . The hull includes a \canoe body" (the main part of the hull); a \keel" (the appendage descending from the bottom of the canoe body) and the \winglets" (the appendages attached to the bottom of the keel). The Stars and Stripes '87 won the America's Cup yacht race in 1987 Letcher et al., 1987] . Racing yachts are normally designed to meet objectives involving speed, rating and cost, among others. Speed is de ned by the time required for a yacht to sail around a speci ed race course in speci ed wind conditions. Rating refers to a set of constraints on the hull and sail of a yacht that must be satis ed before the yacht can be admitted into a particular racing class. In our research, we have chosen to focus on objectives of speed and rating, ignoring considerations of cost. We use a \Velocity Prediction Program" (VPP) to evaluate yacht designs. VPP is a program that we wrote ourselves, based on a commercial software package for evaluating yacht designs Letcher, 1991] . The organization of VPP is described in Figure 2 . VPP takes as input a vector x = (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) of design parameters. In our current work, we are using a ve-parameter design space, including Length, Beam and Draft (dimensions of the canoe body); as well as KeelHeight and WingletSpan. VPP uses these parameters to generate B-Spline surfaces representing the geometry of the yacht hull. It begins by using the \hull processing models" to extract critical quantities impacting the speed of the yacht, e.g., wave resistance (Rw), friction resistance (Rf), e ective draft (D), vertical center of gravity (V cg) and vertical center of pressure (Zcp), among others. VPP then uses these quantities in a \velocity prediction model" to set up non-linear equations describing the balance of forces and torques on the yacht. The velocity prediction model uses an iterative method to solve these equations and thereby determine the \velocity polar", i.e., a table giving the steady-state velocity of the yacht under various wind speeds and directions of heading. Finally, the \race model" uses the velocity polar to determine the total time to traverse the given course, assuming the given wind speed. The rating constraint is handled implicitly by the VPP program. For a given set x of hull geometry parameters, VPP automatically computes the size of the largest sail that will satisfy the rating constraints.
Numerical optimization codes o er a direct method of attempting to solve the yacht design problem. One such code is CFSQP Lawrence et al., 1995] . This code solves constrained nonlinear optimization problems: Given an objective function e( x); a collection of equality constraints g i ( x) = 0 (i = 1 : : : N); a collection of inequality constraints f i ( x) 0 (i = 1 : : : M), and a seed design s, CFSQP attempts to nd a value of x that optimizes (minimizes or maximizes) e( x) while satisfying each constraint. CFSQP is a Quasi-Newton method. It operates by repeatedly tting a quadratic function to e(x) in the neighborhood of a point x i and optimizing the quadratic function to obtain a new point x i+1 . The iteration process is repeated until convergence is achieved. The method is \quasi" because the (inverse) Hessian of e( x) needed to construct the quadratic approximation is not computed directly. It is approximated by a series of gradients re( x) generated as the iteration process moves through the design space.
In our yacht application, we use CFSQP to minimize course time T( x) subject only to upper and lower bounds on each design parameter. Unfortunately, direct optimization of yacht designs using numerical codes like CFSQP is di cult for several reasons. The rst di culty is the cost of evaluation. Each computation of T( x) requires about one hour of CPU time, if one elects to use the A typical optimization from a single seed in a ve dimensional space using CFSQP requires about 100 evaluations of the objective function, i.e. about 100 CPU hours to conduct an optimization. An even greater di culty results from the unreliability of optimization starting from a single seed. In the yacht domain, the course time function T( x) exhibits numerous pathologies, such as ridges and discontinuities, resulting from numerical discretization used in VPP. Furthermore, T( x) is unevaluable throughout large regions of the design space, for example, because the balance of force equations fail to be solvable. Our system catches such failures and arranges for extremely bad values of the objective function to be returned to CFSQP. This allows optimization to continue when such failures are encountered; however, it introduces sharp discontinuities into the objective function. These pathologies make optimization from a single seed extremely unreliable, even for nding a local optimum Gill et al., 1981] . A commonly used remedy is to conduct many optimizations, from randomly selected seeds; however, this approach dramatically raises the already high cost of optimization. In order to make reliable yacht design optimization feasible, some alternative must be found. Approximation methods o er a means of overcoming the di culties of direct optimization. Especially fruitful opportunities for approximation arise in the context of local optimization problems. Consider that in order to verify a local optimum, a search algorithm need only obtain accurate evaluations of the objective function in the neighborhood of a solution. Evaluations that occur along a path toward a solution need only be accurate enough to guide the search. Newton and QuasiNewton methods like CFSQP exploit approximations in just this fashion, i.e., they use quadratic approximations of the objective function to guide search along the path toward a solution. They fall back on the exact objective function to test for convergence.
Purely numerical methods, like CFSQP, are not always able to construct the most cost-e ective approximations available. They are limited to treating the objective function as a \black box", i.e., they use it to evaluate designs, but they do not look inside to examine its internal structure. More cost-e ective approximations often result from exploiting the internal structure of the objective function. For example, consider the structure of VPP shown in Figure 2 . Instead of approximating the entire function T( x), (as CFSQP does), one might choose to approximate a module that computes an intermediate quantity such as wave resistance Rw or e ective draft D. These two modules are especially good candidates for approximation because they both involve time-consuming computational uid-dynamics (CFD) codes. For example, e ective draft D can be computed using a potential-ow code called \PMARC" Katz and Plotkin, 1991] , Ashby et al., ] . It can also be approximated by a simple algebraic formula. Likewise, wave resistance Rw can be computed using a slender-body ow code called \SLAW" Weems et al., 1994] . It can also be approximated by a formula that interpolates data from wave tank tests. Such internal approximations are not available to purely numerical optimization methods. They can only be constructed by a system that has access to the internal structure of the objective function.
Consider the choice between the PMARC potential ow code and an algebraic approximation for computing e ective draft D. E ective draft is a measure of the amount of drag produced by the keel as a result of the lift it generates. An accurate estimate of this quantity is quite important for analyzing the performance of a sailing yacht. Although PMARC is the most accurate means of estimating e ective draft; it can also be estimated using an algebraic approximation that involves the maximum keel depth S and the midship cross section area A, as follows:
This formula is based on an approximation that treats a sailing yacht hull as an in nitely long cylinder and treats the keel of the yacht as an in nitely thin n protruding from the cylinder Newman and Wu., 1973], Letcher, 1975] . The constant K may be chosen to t the algebraic model to data obtained from wave tank tests, or sample runs using PMARC. (When the formula is t to PMARC a value of K = 0.83 results.) Although the algebraic approximation is comparatively easy to use, its results are not as accurate as those produced by PMARC.
Another internal approximation involves the reuse of results from prior evaluations in the course of an optimization process. Some physical quantities may not change signi cantly when a design is modi ed. Values of such quantities can be retrieved from prior candidate designs. For example, suppose an algorithm is systematically exploring combinations of canoe-bodies and keels of a sailing yacht. (See Figure 3. ) In principle, VPP must evaluate the wave resistance Rw and the e ective draft D of each candidate design. Wave resistance depends mainly on the canoe-body of the yacht and is not signi cantly in uenced by the keel. When only the keel is modi ed, wave resistance will not change much. Instead of recomputing wave resistance for the new yacht, the system can reuse the prior value. On the other hand, e ective draft depends mainly on the keel of the yacht and is not signi cantly in uenced by the canoe-body. When only the canoe-body is modi ed, e ective draft will not change much. Instead of recomputing e ective draft for the new yacht, the system can reuse the prior value. In fact, the entire matrix of yachts can be evaluated by computing wave resistance for a single row, and computing e ective draft for a single column. By intelligently deciding when to reuse prior evaluation results, one can signi cantly lower the computational costs of design. 
Multi-Model Optimization Strategies
A family of multi-model optimization strategies is presented in Figure 4 . Each strategy (potentially) takes as input a seed design representing a starting point for the design optimization process. Each returns a new design that results from using a non-linear optimization code, such as CFSQP, in combination with exact and approximate versions of the objective function. De nitions of these are shown in Figure 5 . The function e( x) is the so-called \exact" objective function. The functionẽ( x) is a xed approximation of e( x). The approximationẽ( x) is called \ xed" because the functionẽ itself is not modi ed during the optimization process. In contrast, the functionê( x; y) is a locally calibratable approximation. It can be modi ed during the optimization process.
Compositional Modeling of Approximate Objective Functions
An approximate objective functionẽ( x) can constructed from a library of model fragments using compositional modeling techniques. Our approach to compositional modeling is illustrated in Figure The simplest multi-model strategy (MLM 1 ) is based on the idea of dividing the optimization process into two phases. The rst phase optimizes the xed approximate objective functionẽ( x), starting at seed s old to nd a design s temp . The second phase starts at s temp and optimizes the exact objective function e( x) to obtain a nal design. Strategy MLM 1 can be justi ed by the following rationale: First, one expects the distance from s temp to the nal design will be less than the distance from s old to the nal design. Second, one expects the required number of objective function evaluations to decrease with the distance from the seed to the optimum. Therefore, strategy MLM 1 should require fewer evaluations of the exact objective function e( x) than are needed in a strategy of directly optimizing e( x). The performance of strategy MLM 1 will depend, in part, on the overall cost-e ectiveness of the approximate objective functionẽ( x): How close is the optimum ofẽ( x) to the optimum of e( x)? How much faster isẽ( x) than e( x)? The performance of MLM 1 will also depend, in part, on the properties of the numeric method (e.g., CFSQP) that is used to carry out each stage of optimization. Design Space: < n Exact objective function: e : < n ! <. Fixed objective approximation:ẽ : < n ! <. Locally calibratable objective approximation:ê : < n < n ! <. Exact internal function: F i : < n ! <. Fixed internal approximation:F i : < n ! <. Locally calibratable internal approximation:F i : < n < n ! <. These factors will be investigated analytically in Section 4 and empirically in Section 5. It turns out that strategy MLM 1 often fails to achieve dramatic computational savings. The reason is that optimization programs typically spend most of their time conducting search very close to the nal stopping point. Getting close to the stopping point therefore achieves little savings. These considerations motivate more sophisticated multi-model strategies.
Recalibration of Approximate Objective Functions
The multi-model strategy MLM 2 is based on the idea of repeatedly calibrating an approximate objective function to t local regions of the design space. This strategy uses an objective function e( x; y) whose domain is the Cartesian product of the original design space with itself. The parameter x represents a design to be evaluated. The parameter y represents a point at which calibration takes place. Strategy MLM 2 consists of two nested optimization loops. The InnerOptimization procedure takes a seed point s as an argument. It begins by constructing the functionê s ( x), i.e., the restriction ofê( x; y) to the subspace de ned by y = s. The functionê s ( x) is intended to be a locally accurate approximation of the exact objective function, i.e.,ê s ( x) e( x) whenever j x ? sj is
T Computes course time from the design parameters. S Computes course time from results of hull processing modules. Rw Computes wave resistance using SLAW. Rw Computes wave resistance using curves tted to wave tank data. D Computes e ective draft using PMARC. D Computes e ective draft using the algebraic formula. The locally calibratable objective functionê( x; y) can be constructed from a library of model fragments using compositional modeling techniques. Examples of such constructions are shown in Figure 8 . Six di erent types of calibratable approximation are shown. Each results from combining an approximate version (F i ( x)) and an exact version (F i ( x)) of some intermediate function. Functionsê 1 andê 2 are based on zeroth and rst order approximations of F i about the calibration point. Notice that these are purely numerical approximations. They do not make use of the prede ned approximationF i . Functionsê 3 andê 4 are based on an assumption thatF i has a predictable absolute error with respect to F i . In particular,ê 3 implements an assumption of constant absolute error, in the neighborhood of the calibration point. In contrast,ê 4 implements an assumption that the absolute error is a linear function of the design parameters. Functionsê 5 andê 6 are based on an assumption thatF i has predictable relative error with respect to F i . In particular,ê 5 implements an assumption of constant relative error, in the neighborhood of the calibration point. In contrast, e 6 implements an assumption that the relative error is a linear function of the design parameters.
e( x) = G(F 1 ( x); : : :; F i?1 ( x); F i ( x); F i+1 ( x); : : :; F n ( x)) Fixed Approximation Objective Function:
e( x) = G(F 1 ( x); : : :; F i?1 ( x);F i ( x); F i+1 ( x); : : :; F n ( x)) Locally Calibratable Objective Functions: e j ( x; y) = G(F 1 ( x); : : :; F i?1 ( x);F ij ( x; y); F i+1 ( x); : : :; F n ( x)) F i1 ( x; y) = F i ( y) Notice that functionsê 1 andê 2 may be seen as special case versions ofê 3 andê 4 by takingF i ( x) = 0. Alternatively, they may be seen as special case versions ofê 5 andê 6 by takingF i ( x) = 1. Consider how strategy MLM 2 might be instantiated in the domain of sailing yachts. Various di erent locally calibratable objective functions result from di erent choices of intermediate functions to play the role of F i in Figure 8 . For example, if F i represents e ective draft D, then the calibratable approximationsê 1 ; : : : ;ê 6 represent di erent ways of periodically recalibrating the algebraic formula for e ective draft using PMARC as a basis for recalibration. Likewise, if F i represents wave resistance Rw, then the calibratable approximationsê 1 ; : : :;ê 6 represent di erent ways of periodically recalibrating the curves tted to tank data using SLAW as a basis for recalibration. Notice that in either case, each approximationê i ( x; y) includes some sub-expressions that depend on the calibration parameters y, and not on the design parameters x. These sub-expressions need only be computed at each calibration point s, when the inner optimization procedure constructs the functionê s ( x). They need not be re-computed each timeê s ( x) is evaluated inside the inner optimization. For example, in the yacht domain examples described above, the function F i ( x), (which calls PMARC or SLAW), is applied only to the calibration point s. These CFD codes need not be invoked from within the numeric optimization code (e.g., CFSQP) invoked by the inner optimization.
The behavior of strategy MLM 2 is illustrated by the diagram in Figure 9 . MLM 2 follows a path through the space on which the locally calibratable functionê( x; y) is de ned, i.e., the Cartesian product of the design space and the calibration parameter space. Movement along the vertical axis corresponds to calibration or recalibration, i.e., setting the calibration parameter y to the design parameter seed s and constructing the functionê s ( x). During calibration, only the calibration parameter y inê( x; y) is changed. The design parameter x remains xed. Calibration always moves vertically to the line de ned by x = y. Movement along the horizontal axis corresponds to the numeric optimization that occurs inside the InnerOptimization procedure. During the inner optimization, only the design parameter x inê( x; y) is changed. The calibration parameter y remains xed. Evaluations of the locally calibratable approximationê( x; y) occur only at points along the solid lines in the diagram. Evaluations of the exact objective function e( x), or sub-expressions of e( x) need occur only in the neighborhoods of calibration points, i.e. points that lie along the line y = x and are marked by circles on the diagram. Notice that strategy MLM 2 never evaluates e( x) inside the execution of a numeric optimization code.
Strategy MLM 2 includes a procedure LineSearch( s old ; s new ) that is called after each invocation of InnerOptimization( s). This procedure conducts a search in the one-dimensional space de ned by the input s old and the output s new of InnerOptimization. It seeks to nd a design that is better than s old according to e( x), the exact objective function. In most cases the design s new generated by InnerOptimization will meet this criterion; however, this condition is not guaranteed, since the inner optimization uses only an approximation of the exact objective function. Observe that the two procedures InnerOptimization and LineSearch are analogous to two computation steps that occur in optimization codes based on Newton or Quasi-Newton methods: (1) constructing and optimizing a quadratic approximation of the objective function; (2) conducting a line search between the start and end points of the quadratic optimization Lawrence et al., 1995] .
The line search procedure is especially important in applications, such as the yacht domain, in which the code that evaluates the exact objective function e( x) may fail to return a value in some regions of the design space. The local approximationê s ( x) may move the location of the unevaluable region by a small amount. The design s new returned by InnerOptimization may actually be unevaluable using the exact objective function e( x). (In our system a call to e( x) would return an extremely bad numerical value.) This unfortunate situation tends to arise when the optimal design is obtained by pushing the design up against physical constraints that are not explicit in the problem statement, but which must be met in order for e( x) to be evaluable. For example, in the yacht domain, the balance of force and torque equations must be solvable in order to compute steady state velocity on each leg of the race course. Near the optimum, it often happens that equations are nearly unsolvable for one leg of the course. This occurs because the design is well optimized for other legs of the course, and is just barely able to sail at all on the leg that results in a near failure of the objective function. In situations like this, the LineSearch procedure serves to move s new back into the evaluable region of the design space.
A number of interesting variations on strategy MLM 2 arise when the locally calibratable approximationê( x; y) involves two or more internal approximations. For example, if two internal functions are approximated and recalibrated, thenê( x; y) has the form: e kl ( x; y) = G(F 1 ( x); : : :;F ik ( x; y); : : : ;F jl ( x; y); : : : ; F n ( x)) The functionê kl ( x; y) uses the kth scheme for approximating F i and uses the lth scheme for approximating F j . (See Figure 8. ) Suppose for example, that F i is wave resistance Rw and F j is e ective draft D. Suppose further that we useê 22 ( x; y), i.e., we t linear functions to Rw( x) and D( x) at calibration points. A question arises regarding how to coordinate the recalibration of each of these linear approximations. If both internal approximations are accurate over roughly the same region, it may pay to use strategy MLM 2 directly, and recalibrate both after each inner optimization. Suppose on the other hand that one internal approximation is valid over a wider region than the other. It may be useful to use a doubly nested strategy in which one approximation is calibrated at the beginning of each inner optimization, and the other is calibrated at the beginning of each \inner-inner" optimization. On the other hand, the two internal approximations may be accurate in di erent directions. For example, an approximation of e ective draft is likely to remain accurate when the canoe body is changed and the keel is xed. Likewise, an approximation of wave resistance is likely to remain accurate when the keel is changed and the canoe body remains xed. This suggests using a scheme for approximating each internal quantity in which the approximation is constant in one subspace and linear in the complementary space. The resulting strategy will behave in a manner similar to that illustrated in Figure 3 .
Dealing with Pathological Objective Functions
The last multi-model strategy, MLM 3 , may be seen as a combination of the simple two level strategy, MLM 1 , and the recalibrating strategy, MLM 2 . It is useful when the objective function has pathologies such as discontinuities, ridges, unevaluable points and multiple-local optima | features that prevent numerical optimization codes from reliably reaching global, or even local optima. Strategy MLM 3 is based on the hope that optimization usingẽ( x) from multiple seeds can nd a design lying in the basin of attraction of the true global optimum, even though it does not produce a true global (or local) optimum itself. MLM 3 thus begins by selecting a random set of seed designs. It optimizes each usingẽ( x), the xed approximation. This results in a set of \approximate optima". MLM 3 then selects one of the approximate optima that is best according toẽ( x), and uses this as a seed for strategy MLM 2 .
Strategy MLM 3 is particularly useful in the yacht domain. In this application, pathological features of the objective function are a major problem. Unreliable optimization, due to ridges, discontinuities and unevaluable regions, can result in a dramatic loss in design quality | even greater than losses that result from using approximations like the algebraic formulae for e ective draft and wave resistance. Consider that many optimizations using the algebraic approximations can be run in the time it takes to conduct a single optimization using the CFD codes. A computational advantage therefore results from conducting optimizations from many seeds using the algebraic formulae, and then using the best result as a seed for a single optimization using CFD codes.
Using Error Estimates to Guide Model Selection
Estimates of the error of approximate models may be available from a variety of sources. For example, in the yacht domain, the error of the algebraic e ective draft formulaD may be obtained as a byproduct of the process of tting the constant K that appears in the formula -whether the formula is t to data from wave tanks or to data from sample runs of PMARC. ]. This conclusion is based on the fact that course time is a monotonically decreasing function of e ective draft. The error in course time T( x) corresponding to an error of in e ective draft will depend on the speci c design x, as well as the environment conditions, i.e., race-course and windspeed.
When error estimates are available, they can be used to make re nements in the multi-model optimization strategies described above. The rst re nement involves strategy MLM 3 , which conducts multiple optimizations using the xed approximationẽ( x) to nd a good starting point for the recalibrating strategy MLM 2 (See Figure 4. ) Notice that strategy MLM 3 uses the xed approximationẽ( x) to select among the designs f t 1 ; : : :; t n g resulting from the rst stage of optimization.
This may not result in choosing a seed for the second stage that is best according to the exact objective e( x). An alternative approach could use the exact objective function e( x) to choose among the designs f t 1 ; : : :; t n g; however, this might be too computationally expensive. A third approach is illustrated by diagram in Figure 10 . When comparing two designs t i and t j , one uses the approximationẽ( x) to evaluate and compareẽ( t i ) andẽ( t j ) and checks whether the error bars overlap. If not (as illustrated by the solid error bars) then the comparison process is complete. If the error bars overlap (as illustrated by the dotted error bars) one falls back on the exact objective function e(x) to evaluate and compare e( t i ) and e( t j ). This approach uses the approximation on all the clear cut cases, and relies on the exact function only when needed.
A complication arises when a large number of starting points is used during the rst stage of strategy MLM 3 . It may happen that two designs t i and t j lie very close to the same local optimum. In such a case, their error bars will likely overlap | recommending use of the exact objective function to discriminate between them. Nevertheless, the choice between two such designs will probably not matter very much. The computation expended to evaluate them exactly exactly would be wasted e ort. A possible solution is to cluster the designs f t 1 ; : : : ; t n g into equivalence classes such that two designs are in the same class whenever they are near each other in design space. One then carries out the comparison between designs using only one representative from each class.
A second re nement involves the use of error estimates to choose convergence criteria. Numeric optimization codes often test for convergence by comparing the evaluations of successive iterates. For example, one convergence criterion available in CFSQP tests whether the absolute change in the design quality is below a user-speci ed threshold. In the context of multi-level modeling, error estimates provide a basis for choosing such a threshold. For example, in strategy MLM 1 , when the rst stage of optimization (using the xed approximationẽ( x)) calls a numeric optimization code, the average error ofẽ( x) would be a natural choice for the convergence threshold. Likewise, in strategy MLM 2 , when the inner optimization (using the recalibratable approximationê( x; y)) calls a numeric optimization code, an estimate of the average error ofê( x; y) would be a natural choice for the convergence threshold. In practice, the actual choice of threshold should probably depend on both the estimated error and the costs of computation of approximate objective functions. For example, in the yacht domain, the algebraic formulae for e ective draft and wave resistance are much faster than the PMARC and SLAW CFD codes. Therefore relatively little savings in CPU time results from early termination of an initial optimization (or inner optimization) using these algebraic formulae. In such cases, optimizations using approximate objective functions can be run to convergence levels beyond the error estimates with little sacri ce of computational resources.
Theoretical Results

Analysis of the Simple Two Level Strategy
The simple two level optimization strategy MLM 1 uses the xed approximationẽ( x) to get close to the optimum. It uses the exact objective function e( x) to move the remaining distance to the optimum. In this section, we investigate the question of when MLM 1 will run faster than a strategy that simply uses e( x) in a single phase of optimization. Strategy MLM 1 will require fewer evaluations of e( x) if two conditions are met: (1) (2) The number of evaluations of e( x) needed by the numeric optimization code decreases with the distance from the seed to the optimum. The performance of MLM 1 will depend in part on the order of convergence Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974] The cost of carrying out an optimization to achieve a desired error of n grows as the logarithm of the error 0 of the starting point. Suppose the initial seed s old is a distance from the optimum. Suppose further that the rst stage of optimization results in a design s temp at a distance from the optimum. If we assume that the computational cost of the rst stage is negligible, then the relative savings S obtained by using strategy MLM 1 is given by:
log k ( n = ) For example, in order to achieve a factor of two speedup, the rst stage of strategy MLM 1 must move to a point s temp whose error is the geometric mean of the error of the initial point s old and the desired error of the nal design s new , i.e., p n . This puts a rather stringent requirement on the xed approximationẽ( x). Now consider what happens when the optimization method has quadratic convergence. The cost of carrying out an optimization to achieve a desired error of n grows as the double logarithm of error 0 of the starting point. The relative savings S obtained by using strategy MLM 1 is given by:
log 2 log(k n )=log(k )] For example, in order to achieve a factor of two speedup, if we take k = 1, the rst stage of strategy MLM 1 must move to a point s temp whose log-error is the geometric mean of the log-error of the initial point s old and the desired log-error of the nal design s new , i.e., log( ) q log( )log( n ). This puts a somewhat less stringent requirement on the xed approximation.
Analysis of the Recalibrating Strategy
Strategy MLM 2 uses the recalibratable objective functionê( x; y) in the inner optimization. It uses the exact objective function e( x) or portions of e( x) only during calibration, or recalibration, in between successive inner optimizations. This section investigates several questions about the behavior of strategy MLM 2 : (1) Is an optimum found by MLM 2 always a optimum of the exact objective function? (2) Is MLM 2 guaranteed to converge? (3) Does MLM 2 run faster than a strategy that simply uses e( x) in a single phase of optimization? We investigate these questions by considering an idealized version of MLM 2 , i.e., an algorithm in which the inner optimization always nds a true local optimum of the locally calibrated objective functionê s ( x). Of course no numerical optimization code always achieves such ideal performance. Nevertheless, this idealization allows us to ignore performance issues that arise in all optimization algorithms and to focus on the ones that concern the approximation and recalibration methods used in strategy MLM 2 itself.
We begin with two de nitions. 1 The rst de nition concerns how closelyê( x; y) approximates e( x). The second concerns properties ofê( x; y) itself. These de nitions characterize conditions under which we can prove correctness and convergence of an idealized version of strategy MLM 2 :
De nition 1 A functionê : < n < n ! < is a locally calibratable approximation scheme of order p for a function e : < n ! <, if e( x) andê( x; y) are continuous and p times di erentiable in x and (8 x; y < n ) and (8i 0 : : :p]), x = y implies that @ iê ( x; y)=@ x i = @ i e( x)=@ x i .
This de nition can be understood in terms of the graph shown in Figure 9 . If an approximation schemeê( x; y) has order zero, the value ofê( x; y) will t the value of e( x) in the subspace de ned by y = x. If an approximation schemeê( x; y) has order one, the value and gradient ofê( x; y) (with respect to x) will t the value and gradient of e( x), in the subspace de ned by y = x.
De nition 2 A locally calibratable approximation schemeê : < n < n ! < is admissible for minimization (maximization) on l; u] < n if:
Theorem 1 Letê( x; y) be a locally calibratable approximation scheme of order p 1 for e( x) that is admissible for minimization (maximization) on l; u] < n . Let e( x) be convex (concave) on l; u].
Then for any s l; u], s is a local minimum (maximum) of e( x) if and only if s = Iê( s).
Proof: Suppose s l; u] is a local minimum (maximum) of e( x). Then the derivative @e( x)=@ x = 0 when x = s, since e( x) is continuous and di erentiable. Then @ê( x; y)=@ x = 0 when x = y = s sinceê( x; y) is a locally calibratable approximation scheme of order p 1. Then the function e s ( x) has zero derivative at x = s. Also, @ 2ê ( x; y)=@ x 2 is positive de nite (negative de nite) when x = s sinceê( x; y) is admissible for minimization (maximization) on l; u]. Therefore s is a local minimum (maximum) ofê s ( x). Furthermore, the minimum (maximum) s is unique in l; u] sincê e( x; y) is admissible on l; u]. Therefore s = Iê( s). Now suppose that s = Iê( s). Then s is a local minimum (maximum) ofê s ( x). Then the functionê s ( x) has zero derivative at x = s, sinceê( x; y) is continuous and di erentiable. Then @ê( x; y)=@ x = 0 when x = y = s. Then @e( x)=@ x = 0 when x = s, sinceê( x; y) is a locally calibratable approximation scheme of order p 1. Since e( x) is convex (concave) on l; u], it follows that s is a local minimum (maximum) of e( x). 2
When the conditions of our rst theorem are met, every xed point s l; u] of Iê( s) is a local optimum of e( x). Likewise, any local optimum s l; u] of e( x) is a xed point of Iê( s). Since xedpoint iteration of Iê( s) corresponds to our idealized version of strategy MLM 2 , these conditions tell us when a design returned by MLM 2 is guaranteed to be a local optimum for the original problem -assuming the inner optimization operates in an ideal fashion. Among other things the conditions require thatê( x; y) t the gradient re( x) exactly at all possible calibration points x = y for x; y l; u].
Consider how this theorem can be applied to the calibratable approximations described in Figure 8 . Functionsê 1 ( x; y),ê 3 ( x; y) andê 5 ( x; y) are locally calibratable approximation schemes of order zero, i.e., they t the objective function e( x), at the calibration point. They are not guaranteed to t the gradient re( x) at the calibration point. They may t the gradient by fortuitous accident. For example, if it happens that rF i ( x) = rF i ( x) for all x, thenê 3 ( x; y) will t the gradient of e( x) at the calibration point. Likewise, if rF i ( x)(F i ( x)=F i ( x)) = rF i ( x) for all x, then e 5 ( x; y) will t the gradient of e( x) at the calibration point. In any case, these three functions should not normally be expected to result in exactly correct solutions when used in strategy MLM 2 . On the other hand, functionsê 2 ( x; y),ê 4 ( x; y),ê 6 ( x; y) are locally calibratable approximation schemes of order one, i.e., they t both the objective function e( x) and the gradient re( x) at the calibration point. Assuming these functions satisfy the other admissibility conditions, they should return exactly correct solutions when used in strategy MLM 2 -subject to ordinary numerical errors.
Theorem 2 Letê( x; y) be a locally calibratable approximation scheme for e( x) that is admissible on l; u] < n . Then the function Iê( s) has a unique xed point s f l; u], and (8 s 0 l; u]), the series ( s 0 ; s 1 ; : : : ; s i ; : : :) generated by the rule s i+1 = Iê( s i ) converges to s f .
Proof: By the xed-point theorem Conte and de Boor, 1980] e( x; y) guarantees that the norm of this product is less than one for all x; y l; u]. Therefore Iê( s) is a contraction mapping, satisfying the second condition of the xed-point theorem. 2 Our second theorem asserts conditions under which the idealized version of strategy MLM 2 is guaranteed to converge. Among other things, the norm of the product of the mixed second derivative ofê( x; y) and unmixed second derivative (in x) ofê( x; y) must be less than one. As an illustration of this condition, consider the example of an objective function that is the sum of two terms f(x) and g(x). Suppose that g(x) is relatively expensive to compute. One might choose an approximation scheme that ts a linear function to g(x) at each calibration point:
e(x) f(x) + g(x) e(x; y) f(x) + g 0 (y)(x ? y) @ 2ê (x; y) @x 2 = f 00 (x) @ 2ê (x; y) @y@x = g 00 (y) In this example, the admissibility condition on the derivatives ofê(x; y) reduces to the following: (8x; y l;u])jg 00 (y)j < jf 00 (x)j. The term g(x), which is subjected to the linear approximation, must be closer to linear than the term f(x), which is left alone.
As a second illustration of the convergence condition for strategy MLM 2 , consider how it can be applied to the calibratable approximations for the yacht domain. (See Figure 8. ) First we rewritê e( x; y) in the following form:ê ( x; y) = R( E( x);D( x; y)) The function E( x) represents all of the hull processing models other than the one that computes e ective draft. Notice that E( x) does not depend on the calibration parameter y, i.e., it is not subject to approximation. Using the chain rule twice, we derive formulae for the derivatives appearing in the convergence condition: @ 2ê ( x; y)
We can simplify these formulae if we assume that essentially all of the non-linearity inê( x; y) appears in E( x) and D( x), the hull processing models. In this case, all of the second derivatives involving R vanish: @ 2ê ( x; y) @ y@ x = @R @D
If we further assume thatê( x; y) satis es the second admissibility condition (i.e., @ 2ê ( x; y)=@ x 2 is strictly positive de nite or strictly negative de nite) then the convergence condition will be satis ed if @ 2D =@ y@ x is zero. Now consider what happens whenD( x; y) is implemented by each of the six locally calibratable internal approximations F i1 ; : : :; F i6 in Figure 8 . Notice that the mixed derivative @ 2D =@ y@ x is zero in the cases of F i1 and F i3 . Likewise, the mixed derivative @ 2D =@ y@ x is zero in the cases of F i2 and F i4 , provided (respectively) that F i ( x) is linear and that F i ( x)?F i ( x) is linear. In the case of F i5 , it su ces that F i ( x)=F i ( x) be constant. The corresponding condition in the cases of F i6 is more complicated. In general, in the context of a given application, it may be di cult to verify the convergence conditions of strategy MLM 2 . Nevertheless, our analysis indicates that key factors governing convergence include the relative distribution of nonlinearity in di erent parts of the objective function, and the degree of nonlinearity in the error of the internal approximation.
The overall performance of MLM 2 will depend a variety of issues: the accuracy ofê( x; y) at locations removed from calibration points; the computational cost ofê( x; y) in comparison to the cost of e( x); and the computational cost of recalibratingê( x; y). Little can be said in general about these tradeo s. On the other hand, the asymptotic behavior of MLM 2 can be characterized more precisely. In particular, the order of convergence Dahlquist and Bjorck, 1974] of MLM 2 is equal to the smallest derivative of Iê( s) with a non-zero norm at the optimum. (Assuming the derivatives of Iê( s) are de ned and continuous.) Thus if j@ Iê(s)=@ sj > 0 at the optimum, then MLM 2 will have linear convergence. It will therefore be asymptotically inferior to a single-stage strategy that uses a Newton or Quasi-Newton method in combination with the exact objective function. There will be some su ciently low error tolerance that can be achieved faster by the single-stage strategy. On the other hand, if j@ Iê(s)=@ sj = 0 at the optimum, MLM 2 will have quadratic or better convergence and will be asymptotically as good or better than the default strategy. Of course, the desired error may not be one that leads the algorithms into regions of behavior where asymptotic comparisons are relevant. Asymptotic comparisons have limited value in practice.
We observe in passing one way in which these analytic results might be generalized. The theorems are limited to problems of unconstrained optimization. They could be extended to constrained optimization in two ways: (1) recalibratable approximation of the objective function; and (2) recalibratable approximation of the constraints. Our proofs of convergence and correctness might be generalized to handle such approximation methods for constrained optimization problems by using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions Peressini et al., 1988 ] to characterize constrained optima of e( x) andê( x; y); however, we have not yet attempted to generalize our results in this fashion.
Experimental Results
Implementation of Multi-Model Optimization Strategies
We have implemented our multi-model optimization strategies as part of the \Design and Modeling/Simulation Associate" (DA-MSA) Ellman et al., 1992] , Ellman et al., 1995] . The DA-MSA is system that supports interactive construction of numerical models for simulation of engineering design artifacts. It also supports construction of design optimization strategies that use simulation models to solve design problems. Simulation models and optimization strategies are represented visually as second-order data ow graphs. Nodes represent functions like root-nding, integration or optimization. Arcs represent ow of data and control. The data ow graphs are actually implemented as executable LISP functions that wrap numerical C routines from Press et al., 1986] . The DA-MSA also implements compositional modeling in the following way: It maintains a library of functions that may be used to de ne simulation models and optimization strategies. The library is organized in the manner indicated in Figure 6 . Each function in the system is (potentially) implemented in several di erent versions. Each version embodies a di erent approximation of the function.
The user begins a session with the DA-MSA by hand-coding an initial simulation model and optimization strategy. The initial model includes the most accurate version of each function. The initial strategy includes only a single stage of optimization. The user subsequently modi es the initial model and strategy using a catalog of transformations. Each transformation replaces one data ow graph (or sub-graph) with a new one. Transformations implement a variety of changes, such as substituting one version of a function for another, approximating functions and introducing multiple stages of optimization. For example, the system includes transformations that replace a single-stage strategy with multi-stage strategy MLM 1 , MLM 2 or MLM 3 . It also includes transformations that construct each of the locally-calibratable objective functionsê 1 ( x; y); : : :;ê 6 ( x; y) shown in Figure 8 . A complete description of the DA-MSA transformation system is beyond the scope of this paper. For additional information, see Ellman et al., 1995] .
Setup of Experiments in the Yacht Domain
Our experiments in the yacht domain were intended to address the following questions: (1) How do the multi-model strategies compare to two alternative strategies: (a) optimization using only the \exact" objective function; (b) optimization using only an approximate objective function? (2) How do the multi-model strategies MLM 1 , MLM 2 and MLM 3 compare to each other? (3) How do the calibratable approximation schemesê 1 ( x; y); : : :;ê 6 ( x; y) compare to each other?
We set up our experiments by using the DA-MSA to construct several versions of strategies MLM 1 , MLM 2 and MLM 3 , each instantiated in the domain of sailing yacht design. We chose the e ective draft computation as a focus for experimenting with approximations in the yacht domain. The reasons for this choice are as follows: The most expensive parts of an \exact" course time computation are the PMARC (e ective draft) and SLAW (wave resistance) CFD codes; however, for the class of sailing yachts that includes the Stars and Stripes '87, the curves tted to tank data give nearly as accurate answers as the SLAW code, but at much lower cost. Yachts in this class can be designed equally well using SLAW or the tted wave resistance curves. In contrast, the algebraic approximation of e ective draft is not nearly as accurate as PMARC. Yachts in this class cannot be properly designed using the algebraic approximation alone. Considerations of cost-e ectiveness thus led us to focus on multi-model strategies involving PMARC and the algebraic approximation of e ective draft. When we constructed the xed approximationẽ( x) and the locally calibratable approximationsê 1 ( x; y); : : :;ê 6 ( x; y), we let the PMARC e ective draft model play the role of F i ( x) (the internal quantity to be approximated) and we let the algebraic formula for e ective draft play the role ofF i ( x) (the xed internal approximation).
We conducted two groups of experiments. The rst group was carried out using an interpolated version of the function D( x) that computes e ective draft using PMARC. The interpolated version of D( x) was constructed by doing 3 5 = 243 PMARC runs to generate a table mapping design parameters to e ective draft. The table has one dimension for each of the ve yacht design parameters: Length; Beam; Draft; KeelHeight and WingletSpan. The table was then used to construct a cubic-spline interpolation function that computes e ective draft for arbitrary values of these parameters. The interpolated version of D( x) was needed in order to experiment with strategies that use random seeds to initialize optimization. It allowed us to conduct a relatively large number of experimental optimization runs and to average the results. The second group of experiments was carried out using PMARC itself under the control of various design optimization strategies. In both groups of experiments, the necessary PMARC runs were set up using a fully automatic panelization system Yao and Gelsey, 1996] . The panelization program was run on a Sun Microsystems Sparcstation 2. PMARC itself was run on (one processor of) a three processor DEC Alpha 2100. Each PMARC run required approximately one hour of total CPU time to do the panelization and run the ow code.
Results from Interpolated PMARC
A portion of our results from experiments using the interpolated version of PMARC are found in Figure 11 . This table compares the performance of several strategies on the following problem: Design a yacht with minimum course time on an America's Cup race course sailing in a 20kt wind. 2 The row labeled MLM 1 refers to a strategy that uses two stages of optimization. Stage one uses the algebraic formula for e ective draft. Stage two uses interpolated PMARC. The row labeled \Pure-Algebraic" refers to a single-stage strategy that uses the algebraic formula to compute e ective draft. Likewise, the row labeled \Pure-PMARC" refers to a single-stage strategy that uses interpolated PMARC to compute e ective draft. All strategies were run multiple times using 25 randomly selected seeds to initialize each run. CFSQP was used to carry out each underlying optimization. For each strategy, we recorded the average number of PMARC evaluations per seed and the median value of the nal course time. We also computed a statistic that estimates the performance of each strategy when used repeatedly with multiple seed designs. The statistic N(p; ) represents the number of seed designs that each strategy would require in order to have a probability p of nding a design whose course time is within a fraction of the best design found for this problem. (For comparison purposes, note that the best design we found for this problem has a course time of 2:350 hours.) Using elementary probability theory: N(p; ) = log(1 ? p) log(1 ? r ( )) where r( ) is the probability that an optimization from a single seed results in a design within of the best design. The value of r( ) for each strategy was obtained from a histogram of the nal course times resulting from the 25 seeds used in the experiments. A missing entry for N(p; ) indicates that r( ) = 0 in the experimental data, i.e., none of the seeds resulted in a design within of the best design. An estimate of the overall CPU time needed to come within of the best design results from multiplying N(p; ) by the average number of PMARC evaluations per seed. This product is recorded in the last column of the table in Figure 11 . Notice rst that the \Pure-Algebraic" strategy failed to nd a design within 1% of the best on any of the 25 trials. (In the case of the \Pure-Algebraic" strategy, the Figure 12: Comparison of Strategies Using Interpolated PMARC nal course time as measured using interpolated PMARC, and records the one interpolated PMARC evaluation conducted at the end of each optimization to evaluate the nal design.) Notice also that the \Pure-PMARC" strategy requires 632:52 PMARC evaluations to have 99% chance of coming within 1% of the best design. In contrast, the two-model, two-stage strategy MLM 1 requires 191:95 PMARC evaluations to achieve the same degree of reliability, i.e., only about 30:35% of the CPU time.
Additional results from experiments using the interpolated version of PMARC are presented in Figure 12 . This data was obtained using the same experimental setup as described above (America's Cup Course, 20 kt wind, 25 seeds for each strategy). It compares the performance of various instantiations of MLM 2 , the recalibrating strategy. The rows labeled MLM 2 :ê 1 ; : : :; MLM 2 :ê 6 contain results of using strategy MLM 2 instantiated with the corresponding one of the six locally calibratable approximation schemesê 1 ( x; y); : : :;ê 6 ( x; y), to combine PMARC and the algebraic formula. Consider rst how well each strategy performed in terms of design quality. Strategy MLM 2 :ê 1 failed to come within 1% of the best solution on all 25 trials. All of the other strategies, MLM 2 :ê 2 ; : : :; MLM 6 :ê 2 came within 1% of the best on over half of the 25 trials. Consider now how well each strategy performed in terms of CPU time, i.e., number of (interpolated) PMARC evaluations per seed. Strategies MLM 2 :ê 3 and MLM 2 :ê 5 were the best in this respect, each requiring about seven PMARC evaluations per seed. Finally, consider the number of PMARC evaluations needed by each strategy to have a 99% probability of getting within 1% of the best design. Using this measure, the best performance results from strategy MLM 2 :ê 3 (29:95 PMARC evaluations) and from strategy MLM 2 :ê 5 (36:42 PMARC evaluations). In comparison to the Pure-PMARC strategy, MLM 2 :ê 3 requires only 4:73% as much CPU time and MLM 2 :ê 5 requires only 5:76% as much CPU time, i.e., about a twenty-fold reduction. Figure 12) . The approximation schemesê 1 ;ê 3 andê 5 each require one PMARC evaluation per calibration. The approximation schemesê 2 ;ê 4 andê 6 each require six PMARC evaluations per calibration, (one plus the number of design parameters), in order to numerically compute the gradient of e ective draft. If we multiply the average number of inner optimizations per seed by the number of PMARC evaluations needed per calibration, we get a result that is lower than the average number of PMARC evaluations per seed that were actually used. The di erence is due to evaluations of PMARC that occured during the LineSearch procedure of strategy MLM 2 . In some cases, line searches resulted in more PMARC evaluations than were needed for calibration.
Results from Real PMARC
Results from a set of experiments using PMARC itself are found in the table in Figure 13 . This data was generated using the same test problem as described above. The rows labeled MLM 3 : e 1 ; : : :; MLM 3 :ê 6 contain results of using strategy MLM 3 , i.e., a two stage strategy that optimizes N = 25 randomly generated seeds using the xed approximationẽ( x) and then optimizes the best result using strategy MLM 2 . In each case, the rst stage used the algebraic formula for e ective draft. In each case, the second stage used one of the six locally calibratable approximation schemesê 1 ( x; y); : : :;ê 6 ( x; y) to combine PMARC and the algebraic formula. Finally, the row labeled MLM 3 : Pure-PMARC contains results from a variation of MLM 3 . In this variation, the second stage (using MLM 2 ) was replaced with a single optimization using PMARC to compute e ective draft. Notice that all of the strategies found designs within 2% of the best design. Strategy MLM 3 :ê 3 was the fastest, requiring only four PMARC evaluations, i.e., 8:0% of the fty PMARC evaluations used by strategy MLM 3 : Pure-PMARC. Notice also that strategy MLM 3 : Pure-PMARC returned a worse design than most of the others. We can explain this result in the following way: PMARC involves lots of numerical discretization. This introduces discontinuities and non-smoothness into any objective function that calls PMARC. These pathologies apparently cause strategy MLM 3 : Pure-PMARC to stop at a false local optimum. In contrast, a locally calibrated approximationê s ( x) has relatively fewer pathologies, because it does not call PMARC (after calibration). The relative absence of pathology apparently enables most of the recalibrating strategies to avoid getting stuck at false local optima. 
Evaluating the Impact of Recalibration
We conducted an additional set of experiments to evaluate the importance of re-calibration of approximate objective functions. In particular, we modi ed the recalibrating strategies reported in Figures 12 and 13 so that each would terminate after a single calibration of the objective function, and a single inner optimization. Results from running these modi ed strategies on the same test problem as described above are summarized in Figures 14 and 15 . The rows labeled \S" correspond to the strategies that do a single calibration. The rows labeled \M" correspond to the strategies that perform multiple calibrations/recalibrations. (The \M" data was simply copied from Figures 12 and 13 above.) First consider the data obtained using interpolated PMARC (Figure 14) . Notice that the recalibrating strategies found better designs than the strategies that perform a single calibration, at the price of additional PMARC computations. An estimate of the number of PMARC evaluations needed to have 99% probability of getting within 1% of the best design is found in the last column of the table. According to this measure, the recalibrating strategies are comparable to the strategies that perform a single calibration, each requiring a number of PMARC evaluations in the range of 30 to 36 PMARC evaluations. Now consider the data obtained using real PMARC (Figure 15 ). Notice again that both recalibrating strategies resulted in better designs that the strategies performing a single calibration, at the price of additional PMARC computations.
Conclusions to be Drawn from Experimental Results
Our experiments support the following general conclusions about the performance of our multimodel strategies in the sailing yacht domain. The best performing strategies used the recalibratable approximation schemesê 3 andê 5 . These schemes use both the algebraic formula and PMARC to compute e ective draft in searching for a good design, i.e., they really use multiple models. They outperformed the Pure-PMARC strategy and the approximation schemesê 1 andê 2 , all of which use only a single model (PMARC) and fail to utilize the algebraic formula at all. Our results thus demonstrate the value of using multiple models in a design optimization process. Approximation schemesê 3 andê 5 (which assume locally constant error) also outperformed approximation schemeŝ e 4 andê 6 , (which assume locally linear error). This might be surprising, considering that schemeŝ e 3 andê 5 both have order zero, while schemesê 4 andê 6 both have order one. Apparently the algebraic formula for e ective draft by itself does a reasonably good job of tting the gradient of the true e ective draft, as computed by PMARC. When instantiated in the yacht domain, using the algebraic formula, the approximation schemesê 3 andê 5 fortuitously have order one. The computational expense incurred in schemesê 4 andê 6 for tting the gradient is apparently not justi ed by improved tting accuracy. Finally, re-calibration was important to the success of our multi-model strategies. Strategies that periodically recalibrate approximations found better designs than ones that simply perform a single initial calibration.
Related Work
A considerable amount of research on multi-level design optimization has been carried out by investigators working on structural design or multi-disciplinary design in the aerospace community Sobieszczanski-Sobieski, 1982] , Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Hatfka, 1996] . Most of this research has focused on problems in which optimization is computationally expensive due more to the presence of many design parameters, than the expense of individual evaluations of objective or constraint functions. Accordingly, such work has focused on decomposing design spaces into nearly independent subspaces. In this work, each \level" of a multi-level design process corresponds to a factor space of the original design space. In contrast, our work is focused on problems in which optimization is computationally expensive due more to the cost of evaluation than the presence of many design parameters. We leave the design space xed. In our work, each \level" corresponds to a model of the objective function that uses a particular combination of approximations. Our recalibrating strategies are similar in spirit to numerical continuation methods for solving equations or optimizing functions Allgower and Georg, 1990] . A continuation method for nding a root of a function f( x) uses a continuous function g( x; p) to de ne a family of approximations parameterized by p in much the same manner as a locally calibratable approximation schemeê( x; y) de nes a family of approximations parameterized by y. The family g( x; p) is chosen so that f( x) is the restriction of g( x; p) to the subspace de ned by p = 0, and so that a solution to the equation g( x; 1) = 0 is known or easy to nd. A solution to the original problem is found by gradually varying p from 1 to 0 and repeatedly solving the equation g( x; p) = 0, using the previous solution as starting point. The chief di erence between our recalibration method and a standard continuation method lies in how the tting parameter p is used. In a continuation method, the tting parameter p is controlled by an independent process. In our recalibration method, the parameter y is controlled by the optimization strategy itself.
Research on knowledge-based design optimization has been pursued by several investigators in the Arti cial Intelligence community. One portion of this work has focused on automating the choice of underlying numerical algorithm, and numerical parameters to that algorithm Orelup et al., 1988] . Another portion of this work has attempted to use numerical methods in combination with rule-based inference to guide the search for an optimal design Tong, 1988; Powell, 1990] . This work is similar to ours inasmuch as we are both motivated, in part, by a desire to deal with pathological objective functions. In contrast to our work, however, these e orts have adhered to a paradigm in which there is single model of the objective function, which remains xed during the optimization process.
A method of adapting standard optimization techniques to deal with modeling error is reported in Cagan and Williams, 1993] . In this work, the authors develop a modi cation of the KarushKuhn-Tucker conditions for local optimality. In particular, they present a method of modifying the objective function (for unconstrained optimization) and the Lagrangian (for constrained optimization). Their modi cation allows one to include robustness of the design with respect to modeling error as part of the objective to be optimized. The method relies on human supplied weights to decide how to balance competing concerns of optimal performance and robustness. This work is similar to our own, inasmuch as it provides a means of utilizing approximate models in an optimization process; however, it di ers in focusing on use of a single model rather than multiple models. Furthermore, it aims to improve robustness of the design rather than lowering the computation cost of the design process.
Methods of reasoning with multiple models have been investigated by the Qualitative Physics community. Some of this work is similar to ours in that it has studied methods of dynamically selecting among multiple models to choose one that is suited to the task at hand. Most of this work has taken considerations of gross relevance as the sole criterion for selecting among models Falkenhainer and Forbus, 1991], Nayak, 1994] . In this context, methods of dependency tracing su ce for deciding on which model to use to answer a given query. More sophisticated methods reason about the sign of the error of approximate models Addanki et al., 1991] , Weld, 1990] . In contrast to our work, considerations of numerical accuracy are not used at all to guide the choice of a suitable model.
Methods of using multiple models to assure the quality of numerical simulations are reported by our colleague in Gelsey, 1995] . This work is similar to ours inasmuch as we both used the yacht domain and the PMARC code as experimental testbeds; however, this work focused on improving the reliability of simulations of individual designs. Unlike our work, it did not address the use of multiple models in an overall design process.
In our own previous work Ellman et al., 1993] we developed a technique called \Gradient Magnitude Model Selection" (GMMS) for dynamically choosing between exact and approximate models during design optimization. GMMS uses explicit accuracy estimates to decide which model to use for each numerical comparison of evaluations that takes place during a design optimization process. The utility of GMMS is limited by the fact that it requires a special numerical optimization algorithm. It cannot be combined with an arbitrary numerical optimization code without extensive rewriting of that code. In our present work, we have attempted to formulate multi-model strategies that can be more easily integrated with arbitrary numerical optimization codes, i.e., by calling such codes as black-box subroutines.
Summary
We have developed, analyzed and tested a family of strategies for using multiple models to optimize engineering designs. Our strategies are useful when multiple approximations of the objective function can be implemented using compositional modeling techniques. Compositional modeling is important in this context, because it enables selective approximation of internal components of the objective function. We showed how a compositional modeling library can be used to construct a variety of locally calibratable approximation schemes, each of which can be used in our family of optimization strategies. We analyzed the schemes and strategies to formulate and prove su cient conditions for correctness and convergence. Correctness depends in part on whether the internal approximation accurately ts the gradient of the function being approximated. Convergence depends, roughly, on the distribution of nonlinearity in the objective function, and the degree of nonlinearity in the error of the internal approximation. We also tested our approximation schemes and optimization strategies experimentally in the domain of sailing yacht design. Our results demonstrate that our strategies can achieve dramatic reduction (i.e., a factor of twenty) in the CPU time required for optimization of sailing yachts, with no signi cant loss in design quality. The greatest reduction depends on the use of multiple models of internal components of the objective function. Preservation of design quality depends on the use of periodic recalibration of approximations during the optimization process.
